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TOKYO: Japan and the EU signed a sweeping free trade
deal yesterday saying they were sending a “clear mes-
sage” against protectionism, as Washington puts up barri-
ers and threatens a trade war.

The deal signed in Tokyo is the largest ever negotiated
by the EU and creates a massive free trade zone, eliminating
tariffs for everything from Japanese cars to French cheese. It
also provides a stark counterpoint to US President Donald
Trump’s aggressive “America First” protectionism, which
has seen Washington impose trade tariffs on allies and rivals
alike. “We are sending a clear message that we stand
together against protectionism,” EU Council President
Donald Tusk said after the agreement was signed.

Commission head Jean-Claude Juncker said the signa-
tories of the agreement were making “a statement about
free and fair trade, we are showing that we are stronger
and better off when we work together”. Trump has unset-
tled America’s allies and provoked the ire of its rivals with
bombastic statements, hefty trade tariffs, and threats of a
trade war. Abe said the agreement “shows the world the
unshaken political will of Japan and the EU to lead the
world as the champions of free trade at a time when pro-
tectionism has spread”.

Agreed last December, the deal is “the biggest ever
negotiated by the European Union,” according to
Commission spokesman Margaritis Schinas, and will create
a free trade zone covering nearly a third of the world’s
GDP. Under it, Japan will scrap almost all its tariffs on EU
goods, particularly dairy items like cheese, though the
country’s rice industry will
remain protected.

The EU will also eliminate
about 99 percent of its tariffs
on Japanese goods, including
crucially removing levies on
Japanese cars from the eighth
year after the deal is imple-
mented, and scrapping tariffs
on car parts immediately.

Taking aim at Trump 
The agreement must still be

ratified by the EU parliament, as well as Japanese lawmak-
ers, but is expected to enter into force from 2019. The EU-
the world’s biggest single market with 28 countries and
500 million people-is trying to boost alliances in the face

of Trump’s protectionist administration. On Sunday, the US
president fuelled rising rancor by labeling the EU, along
with Russia and China, “a foe” of the United States, and
repeating his assertion that the EU has “really taken advan-
tage of us on trade”. Without mentioning Trump by name,
Tusk made sharply clear that the agreement was intended

as a counterpoint to
Washington’s current trade pol-
icy. “It’s a light in the increasing
darkness of international poli-
tics,” Tusk said. “We are send-
ing a clear message that you
can count on us, both Japan and
the EU. We are predictable,
responsible, and will continue
defending a world order based
on rules, freedom and trans-
parency and common sense.” He
dismissed concerns about the

effect on small businesses, suggesting US trade policy was
far more problematic. “Political uncertainty, tariffs, aggres-
sive rhetoric, unpredictability, irresponsibility, they are the
real risks for our businesses, not trade deals,” he said.

The EU is seeking access to one of the world’s richest
markets, while Japan hopes to jump-start an economy that
has struggled to find solid growth. Junichi Sugawara, a
senior research officer at Mizuho Research Institute, said
Trump’s protectionism had “prompted Japan and the EU to
speed up negotiations on the deal”.

Abe “has good relations with Trump, but in terms of
trade, Japan has sided with the EU,” he told AFP.

“Japan and the EU will form a united front against a US
threat to impose tariffs on key products such as cars.”
Talks last year closed the gap on most remaining issues
between the EU and Japan, but a dispute resolution mech-
anism remains to be negotiated. Tusk and Juncker arrived
in Tokyo from Beijing, where they urged calm instead of
“conflict” in international trade.

“It is the common duty of Europe and China, but also
America and Russia, not to destroy (the global trade
order) but to improve it, not to start trade wars which
turned into hot conflicts so often in our history,” Tusk said
Monday in Beijing. “There is still time to prevent conflict
and chaos.” Abe had been scheduled to sign the deal in
Brussels last week, but cancelled his trip after devastating
floods that killed more than 220 people. — AFP
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Boeing lifts
20-yr industry
demand forecast
to $6.3tn
FARNBOROUGH: Boeing Co raised its rolling
20-year industry forecast for passenger and car-
go aircraft by three percent yesterday, but
shaved its projections for wide-body as well as
regional jets, as its battle with Airbus intensifies
in smaller planes.

The world’s largest planemaker said at the
Farnborough Airshow it expected 42,700 indus-
try deliveries over the next two decades, up from
its estimate of 41,030 a year ago. That would be
worth $6.3 trillion at list prices versus last-year’s
$6.1 trillion prediction.

Dominating that tally is a five percent
increase in the forecast for single-aisle aircraft,
such as the Boeing 737 and Airbus A320 fami-
lies, underpinned by a prediction for average
global traffic growth of 4.7 percent, unchanged
from last year. The Chicago-based planemaker

now sees 31,360 deliveries in the medium-haul,
single-aisle category, which is the cash cow of
the world’s two largest planemakers and popular
with low-cost airlines, Boeing said at the air
show south west of London.

Air travel has been on a sharp uptrend fuelled
by emerging economies, and China looks set to
overtake the United States as the world’s biggest
domestic air travel market in 10-15 years, Boeing’s
vice-president of commercial marketing Randy
Tinseth told a press briefing. The growth of
China’s domestic market, and its insatiable demand
for aircraft made by both Boeing and Europe’s
Airbus , underscores Boeing’s risks should the
escalating trade dispute between Washington and
Beijing become a full-blown trade war.

Tinseth refused to be drawn into commenting
on US trade policy, saying: “We are going to
focus on what we can control.” Boeing, which
calls itself America’s biggest exporter, delivered
more than one out of every four jetliners it made
last year to customers in China, one of the
world’s fast-growing aircraft markets.

Two weeks ago, Airbus raised its own rolling
forecast for industry deliveries by more than
seven percent and revamped the way it predicts
demand, introducing new plane categories from
‘Small’ to ‘Extra-Large’ and blurring the tradi-

tional boundaries between aircraft types.
Boeing’s Tinseth said Airbus sought to show

it was winning a sizable share of the aircraft
market. “Let me make one thing clear,” Tinseth
said. “By every measure, in every way, our wide-
bodies are winning. Period.” Even so, Boeing
lowered its wide-body delivery forecast by 140
aircraft to 8,070, saying higher deliveries over
the last year and longer-range single-aisle
planes ate into the rolling forecast. Boeing saw a
small increase in demand in the cargo market, a
barometer of trade and business confidence,
forecasting 980 new freighters from a projected
920 a year ago, fuelled by the growth of e-com-
merce, particularly in China.

The planemaker unveiled a volley of freight
orders in the first two days of the Farnborough
show. Boeing’s overall forecast tally is a bigger
number partly because it counts aircraft with 90
seats or more, whereas Airbus starts at 100 seats.
The smaller-end of the aircraft market has seen
its biggest shake-up in decades after Airbus
closed a deal to buy Bombardier’s 110-130-seat
CSeries jet, mirrored last week by Boeing’s tenta-
tive deal to acquire the commercial unit of
Brazil’s Embraer SA. Boeing shaved its forecast
for the regional jet fleet to 2,320 deliveries.
Analysts expect Boeing and Airbus to use their

scale to heap pressure on suppliers to lower
costs, which could trigger consolidation. Tinseth
said Boeing’s market assessment could change if
regional jets become “a lot more efficient or a lot

lower cost to operate, and maybe there is a pos-
sibility pricing might change.” “Anytime that hap-
pens, demand will go where the lowest potential
cost is,” he added. — Reuters

TOKYO: Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe (center), European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker (left), and European Council President
Donald Tusk (right) smile after their joint press conference at Abe’s official residence in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP

FARNBOROUGH: Visitors watch as a Boeing 737 Max lands after an air display
during the Farnborough Airshow, south west of London, on Monday. — AFP


